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Abstract Software product lines (SPL) provide support

for productivity gains through systematic reuse. Among the

various quality attributes supporting these goals, modu-

larity, stability and expressiveness of feature specifications,

their composition and configuration knowledge emerge as

strategic values in modern software development para-

digms. This paper presents a metric-based evaluation

aiming at assessing how well the chosen qualities are

supported by scenario-based SPL requirementsapproaches.

The selected approaches for this study span from type of

notation (textual or graphical based), style to support var-

iability (annotation or composition based), and specifica-

tion expressiveness. They are compared using the metrics

developed in a set of releases from an exemplar case study.

Our major findings indicate that composition-based

approaches have greater potential to support modularity

and stability, and that quantification mechanisms simplify

and increase expressiveness of configuration knowledge

and composition specifications.

Keywords Software product lines � Variability

modeling � Use scenarios � Requirements

specification

1 Introduction

The continuous globalization trend is pressuring software

intensive organizations to explore efficient ways to provide

high-quality products of increasing size and complexity,

customized to the particular needs of individual customers

of market segments. Software product lines (SPL) [10, 26, 28]

aim at addressing this challenge based on the observation

that (1) most products in a market segment or application

domain are not new, (2) products usually share many

common features and (3) most organizations build soft-

ware systems in a particular domain, repeatedly releasing

product variants by removing features or adding new

features.

SPL takes into account these three insights to provide an

approach to support evolution of its features, and to
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increase software productivity through systematic reuse of

its core assets that have been proactively planned with

respect to expected future requirements [28]. Productivity

reduces the effort and cost required to develop, deploy and

maintain a collection of similar software products. Thus,

SPL manage variability and commonality by supporting

the overall process of identifying common and variable

features, and managing the set of products’ configurations.

Although most work on variability focuses on the design

and code levels, variability management for requirements

engineering is essential to support both requirements reuse

[5] and a seamless end-to-end development approach.

It is therefore noteworthy to understand how well SPL

requirements approaches support reuse and evolution.

Among the various quality attributes that promote these

goals, modularity, stability and expressiveness of feature

specifications, their composition and configuration

knowledge emerge as key in modern development.

Modularity is concerned with guaranteeing that features

are encapsulated in separate modules. Stability, on the

other hand, is the ability of the software to minimize

unexpected effects from modifications of the software, as

well as the management of the changes required to evolve

it from one configuration to another. Finally, expressive-

ness is related to how easy a specification is written and

read, or understood.

The main contribution of this paper is to present a

metric-based comparative study of existing scenario-

based SPL requirements approaches in order to under-

stand how they address quality attributes, specifically

modularity, stability and expressiveness, when modeling

and evolving SPL requirements specifications. Although

our metrics suite is partially adapted from existing met-

rics [13, 9], it also defines new metrics for quantifying

expressiveness and stability of the configuration knowl-

edge defined as the mapping relationships between SPL

features and other artifacts, e.g., scenarios. Modularity

will be measured by the degree of scattering, tangling

and focus of specifications. Stability will be measured by

the changes required to evolve an SPL (the specifications,

compositions and configuration knowledge) from one

configuration to another. Expressiveness will be measured

by quantifying how verbose are the specifications, com-

positions and configuration knowledge, as well as the

changes on these.

We have chosen four representative scenario-based SPL

approaches for our evaluation because use scenarios are a

recurrent technique in both requirements engineering and

SPL requirements approaches. Use scenarios [1] are

important to understand SPL features. A ‘‘use scenario’’,

‘‘usage scenario’’, or just ‘‘scenario’’ describes a real-world

example of how one or more actors (e.g., users, developers,

domain experts, organizations) interact with a system,

describing the steps (i.e., events or actions) that occur

during the interaction [1]. They provide examples of the

system usage to both design and subsequent usability

testing [1]. Scenarios can be composed according to spe-

cific combinations of features, and therefore, they are also

useful to specify the intended behavior of target products of

an SPL [14].

The chosen approaches, PLUSS [14], Model Templates

[11], MSVCM [7] and VML4RE [3, 29], address different

notations (textual or graphical based) and different vari-

ability representation mechanisms (compositional or

annotative). They are compared using the metrics suite

applied to a set of releases from an exemplar case study:

the car crash crisis management system SPL [21] (Sect. 2).

Although some of these approaches have been evaluated

before, the existing empirical studies only consider a small

number of approaches [15] or do not take into consider-

ation an extensive number of quality attributes such as

modularity, stability and expressiveness [7].

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows.

Section 2 gives an overview of the SPL case study that we

use to illustrate our evaluation. Section 3 introduces the

four SPL requirements approaches chosen. Section 4 pre-

sents the study settings and a metrics suite we developed to

compare the SPL requirements approaches. Sections 5–7

discuss the design issues of the evaluated approaches for

specifying variabilities in SPLs. The result of this study

concludes that aspect-oriented approaches reduce scatter-

ing of features and tangling of scenarios (Sect. 5), and

improve expressiveness (Sect. 6) and stability (Sect. 7) of

the specifications. Section 8 presents a summary of our

findings, and Sect. 9 discusses potential threats to the

validity of our study. Finally, Sect. 10 relates our work with

other research topics, and Sect. 11 presents our concluding

remarks.

2 Overview of the car crash crisis management system

The car crash crisis management system (CCCMS) was

proposed as a benchmark to evaluate aspect-oriented

modeling approaches in 2010 [20] and has been used by the

modeling community for the evaluation and comparison of

modeling approaches (e.g., the CMA workshop series1).

The requirements used to create this exemplar were based

on the real requirements document for crisis management

systems created by Optimal Security.2

1 http://cserg0.site.uottawa.ca/cma2013re/, or http://cserg0.site.uott

awa.ca/cma2013models/.
2 http://www.cs.colostate.edu/remodd/v1/sites/default/files/cms_case_

study.pdf.
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A crisis is an unpredictable situation that can lead to

severe consequences if not dealt with quickly. A car crash

crisis management system supports the process of identi-

fying, assessing and handling the crisis situation by

orchestrating the communication between all parties

involved in handling the crisis, allocating resources and

providing information to determined users. Any car crash

crisis management system has a common set of responsi-

bilities and functionalities. It is therefore natural to build an

SPL of car crash crisis management systems, which can be

specialized to create a particular kind of crisis to a par-

ticular context. The CCCMS involves single or multiple

vehicles, and is limited to the management of human

victims.

The models of the CCCMS case study are public and

described in detail in [20, 25] (although many have been

collected by the CMA workshop organizers and kept

publicly at ReMoDD3). The models that served as basis for

our study are the feature model, the use scenario textual

descriptions, the textual requirements and a domain model.

Feature models depict a hierarchical decomposition of

features with mandatory (must have if all its ancestors are

selected), inclusive (selection of one or more), exclusive

(selection of only one) and optional (may or may not have)

relationships between features. A domain model consists of

class diagrams that show the relationships between the

main concepts of a domain.

The feature model is the model more directly related to

the SPL configurability. It identifies and relates common

and variable features between the products in the domain of

the SPL. Figure 1 shows the part of the feature model4 of

the CCCMS SPL that we considered in our evaluation,

where 240 possible different combinations of features can

be chosen. The small boxes on the bottom left of some of

the features in this figure represent the identification of the

release (R2, R3 and R4) that introduced the corresponding

feature in the system.

To resolve a crisis, the coordinator requests the

employees and external resources to execute appropriate

missions. A crisis is triggered when a witness places a call

to the crisis center and is answered by a coordinator. The

coordinator captures the witness report in the system

(Witness feature), which recommends to the coordinator

the missions that have to be executed based on the current

information about the crisis and resources (Mission fea-

ture). The coordinator selects one or more missions rec-

ommended by the system—for example, rescue (Rescue

feature), observe (Observe feature), order a helicopter

transport (Helicopter Transport feature), or remove obsta-

cles (Remove Obstacle feature); these missions can be

executed more than once and in parallel, if necessary.

Depending on the mission, the coordinator assigns internal

resources (Internal Resources feature) or requests external

ones (External Resources feature) to fulfill the mission.

After communication between the resources and the coor-

dinator, other information and new missions or resources

can be called. Finally, all resources submit a final mission

report so that the coordinator can finalize the crisis reso-

lution process.

During missions, if medical services (Medical Services

feature) are available in the system, CCCMS employees

(such as first-aid workers) can ask the system for the vic-

tim’s medical history information relevant to his injury

from all connected hospital resource systems. Also, if

available in the CCCMS, it will be possible to log all

processes and decisions taken (Log feature). Similarly,

when assigning internal resources or taking important

decisions, authentication is necessary in the products that

make it available (Authentication feature).

More details on the specification and evolution of the

CCCMS will be presented in Sect. 4.

3 Overview of the evaluated approaches

The four approaches we have selected for this study,

PLUSS [14], Model Templates [11], MSVCM [7] and

VML4RE [3, 29], range from textual to graphical, and

compositional to annotative techniques. They are repre-

sentative from recently proposed SPL requirements

approaches, some being the evolution of several others. For

example, approaches such as PLUC [6] and PLUS [18]

have inspired other works, but they were not considered in

this study because more recent techniques, such as PLUSS

and Model Templates, build on them and provide more

details for their application. The chosen approaches adopt

different composition and annotation mechanisms, what

makes their comparison more interesting in the context of

the three quality attributes (modularity, stability and

expressiveness) we plan to evaluate.

3 http://www.cs.colostate.edu/remodd/v1/.
4 An editable feature model and statistics are available at http://www.

splot-research.org/.

Fig. 1 Partial feature model for the CCCMS SPL
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Thus, each approach represents distinguishable breeds

of work, according to the variability representation style

and the specification notation. For example, MSVCM and

VML4RE are compositional-based approaches (in SPL

terminology [19]), applying aspect-oriented techniques to

model scenario variability. These approaches use inde-

pendent models to express the ‘‘configuration knowledge’’

[12], which is the relationships between SPL features and

specific fragments of the scenarios.

The other two approaches, Model Templates and

PLUSS, are annotation based [19] and differ from the

previous in determining which and how specific parts of

the scenarios are composed according to specific selec-

tions of features. Variability can be defined through

annotations, often specified using either a mapping table

that relates specific parts of the scenarios to SPL fea-

tures, or UML stereotypes, or notes with the feature

name inserted on specific elements of the scenarios

specifications. These annotations, placed throughout the

specifications, determine which fragments of the scenario

specifications are related to features of the SPL. Hence,

annotation-based approaches do not separate common

and variable scenario specifications nor do they use a

dedicated configuration knowledge model to indicate

how to compose scenarios according to specific feature

selections.

There are different ways to express scenarios. For

example, black-box textual notations describe and relate

actor inputs and system responses into two columns of

tables, and UML activity diagrams provide a different

concrete visual syntax. PLUSS and MSVCM specify

variabilities in textual scenarios, whereas Model Templates

and VML4RE specify variabilities in scenarios using a

graphical representation of the requirements, in particular,

activity diagrams.

The four approaches are described systematically,

according to three characteristics: variability representa-

tion, composition process (how to derive a product of an

SPL) and the following different types of requirements

variability [4]:

• Variability in function: occurs when a particular

function (detailed as scenarios) might exist in some

products but not in others.

• Variability in control flow: occurs when a pattern of

user–system interaction within a scenario varies from

one product to another.

• Variability in data: corresponds to fine-grained varia-

tions and occurs when two or more scenarios share the

same behavior and differ with respect to the values of a

specific concept.

3.1 PLUSS

PLUSS is a domain approach to manage variant behavior

in use case models5 [14]. PLUSS consists of a custom-

ization for feature modeling and a particular notation for

specifying variant behavior in textual scenarios. These

scenarios detail the whole use case model of an SPL. Its

characteristics are discussed next.

3.1.1 Variability representation mechanisms

Choosing a feature for a product of an SPL might trigger

the selection of a complete scenario or some steps in a

scenario, or even a use case that encompasses several

scenarios. Therefore, to allow the representation of vari-

abilities, existing use cases, scenarios and individual steps

in the scenario requirements specification must be related

manually to features in the feature model. This kind of

Table 1 PLUSS specification of execute rescue mission

Scenario: Execute rescue mission (SC07)

Description: The intention of the first-aid worker is to accept and then

execute a rescue mission that involves transporting a victim to the

most appropriate hospital

Related feature: Rescue mission

Flow of events:

Code Related

feature

User actions System responses

1 – System updates crisis

record with the sent

injury information

2 Medical

services

First-aid worker

determines victim’s

identity and

communicates it to

system

System requests

victim’s medical

history from all

connected Hospital

resource systems

3 Medical

services

Hospital resource

system transmits

victim’s medical

information to system

System notifies first-aid

worker of medical

history of the victim,

which is relevant for

his injury

4 – – System instructs first-

aid worker to bring

the victim to the most

appropriate hospital

5 – First-aid worker

notifies system that

he has dropped off

the victim at the

hospital

–

6 – First-aid worker

informs system that

he has completed his

mission

–

5 Use scenarios describe a single path of logic, whereas use cases

typically describe several paths (usually the basic flow plus alternate

paths).
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relationship between feature and parts of the requirements

specification is named ‘‘require’’. Table 1 shows an

example of these annotations to represent variability in

steps; here, the ‘‘execute rescue mission’’ scenario is

related to the Rescue Mission feature. Also, steps 2 and 3

are related with the Medical Services feature. The

remaining steps are commonalities. As such, we do not

associate them with any particular feature. Data variability,

or variability in values such as numbers or names used

along the specification, is supported using parameters.

Each parameter is related to an alternative or optional

feature in the feature model. This kind of relationship is

named ‘‘instantiate’’. When deriving an SPL member

specification, the value assigned to a parameter corre-

sponds to the selected subfeature(s) that the parameter

refers to.

3.1.2 Composition process

The process of deriving products (1) filters optional use

cases, scenarios and steps related to features not selected in

a specific product and (2) assigns the selected features to

the related parameters. It is important to emphasize that

domain engineers have to annotate the specification

detailing which features are related to which use cases,

scenarios, steps and parameters. Thus, there is no inde-

pendent model relating the use case model to features.

In our comparative study, we annotate optional scenar-

ios and steps to indicate their dependencies with specific

features. For instance, Table 1 shows that the ‘‘execute

rescue mission’’ scenario requires the Rescue Mission

feature. In other words, this scenario is only present in

products configured with the Rescue Mission feature.

Moreover, steps 2 and 3 in Table 1 are also optional. They

are only present in products that are configured with the

Medical Services feature.

3.1.3 Supported variability

PLUSS supports the three types of variability: function,

control flow and data. Variability in function and control

flow is made possible by relating entire scenarios and

specific scenario steps, respectively, to features in the

feature model. However, it is limited to only one feature by

scenario or step. Variability in data is possible by adding

parameters in the specification that are then instantiated

according to the feature selection.

3.2 Model templates

Model Templates (MTs) use activity diagrams to specify

scenarios. A model template is an annotated model

expressed in the target notation defined by a metamodel

[11]. Thus, a model template could be specified either

Fig. 2 Model template specification of execute rescue mission
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using UML diagrams or any other domain-specific notation

defined using Meta Object Facility (MOF).

3.2.1 Variability representation mechanisms

Domain engineers have to relate model elements to fea-

tures, in order to compose specific scenarios for an SPL

product. In case of activity diagrams, for example, the

model elements that can be related to features are actions,

transitions flows, start and final nodes. However, differ-

ently from PLUSS, which relates each individual asset to

one specific feature, this relationship is more expressive in

Model Templates, since model elements can be related to

feature expressions, represented as propositional formulas

involving features. For example, Fig. 2 shows two exam-

ples of propositional formulas: \\medical

services[[ and \\not medical services[[.

The use of feature expressions increases expressiveness

because it avoids the need of polluting feature models with

the introduction of artificial features, such as not medical

services.

3.2.2 Composition process

Composition of scenarios is based on implicit or explicit

mechanisms to keep or remove model elements in the

activity diagram. The explicit mechanism occurs when

parts of the model are included in a product specification

because they are related to a feature expression that is

satisfied by the product configuration. For example, in

Fig. 2, the activity ‘‘system requests victim’s medical

history from all connected hospital resource systems’’

will be kept in all the SPL products that contain the

Medical Services feature. Differently, the implicit

mechanism occurs when dependencies among model

elements are not satisfied. For instance, if one transition

points to one activity that is not selected for a specific

product, it will be implicitly removed from the product

specification.

The model template that specifies the ‘‘execute rescue

mission’’ use case is shown in Fig. 2. This model tem-

plate is based on annotated activity diagrams, as discussed

in [11]. Note that, some activities and transitions between

activities are annotated with the Medical Services stereo-

type, as well as a transition labeled with ‘‘A’’ in the dia-

gram of Fig. 2. These elements only appear in products

configured with the Medical Services feature. Similarly,

the transition labeled with ‘‘B’’ has the ‘‘NOT Medical

Services’’ stereotype, stating that it will be present only if a

product is configured without the Medical Services feature.

Therefore, similarly to PLUSS, Model Templates scatter

the configuration knowledge concern, represented by

annotated feature expressions throughout the requirements

models, and also presents tangling of different concerns

(i.e., features) inside some models. Furthermore, because

of the complexity of maintaining a generally large model

Table 2 MSVCM specification of execute rescue mission

Scenario: Execute rescue mission (SC07)

Description: The intention of the first-aid worker is to accept and then

execute a rescue mission that involves transporting a victim to the

most appropriate hospital

Flow of events:

Code User actions System responses

SC07.1 First-aid worker transmits

injury information of

victims to system

System updates crisis

record with the sent

injury information

@InjuryData

SC07.2 – System instructs first-aid

worker to bring the victim

to the most appropriate

hospital

SC07.3 First-aid worker notifies

system that he has dropped

off the victim at the

hospital

–

SC07.4 First-aid worker informs

system that he has

completed his mission

–

Table 3 MSVCM specification of the advice for medical services

ADV01

Advice: Medical service advising execute rescue mission

Description: Transmits injury information of victim to system

Pointcut: @InjuryData
Flow of events:

Code User action System response

ADV01.1 First-aid worker determines

victim’s identity and

communicates it to system

System requests victim’s

medical history

information from all

connected hospital

resource systems

ADV01.2 Hospital resource system

transmits victim’s medical

history information to

system

System notifies first-aid

worker of medical

history of the victim

relevant to his injury

Table 4 MSVCM configuration knowledge for release 1 of the

CCCMS SPL

Expression Transformations

CCCMS select scenario SC01, SC03, SC04

Authentication system select scenario SC10

Rescue mission selectscenario SC07, SC08

Witness select scenario SC02

Remove obstacle mission select scenario SC09

Medical services evaluate advice ADV01

Observe mission select scenario SC06
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of the overall system, it is difficult to distinguish and

maintain possible alternative flows and configure appro-

priately their related feature expressions. In our example of

Fig. 2, if we add only one optional feature, we would

almost duplicate the number of activities and would also

use the same stereotypes repetitively inside the specifica-

tion. We will discuss these problems further in Sects. 5

and 6.

3.2.3 Supported variability

Model Templates support variability in function and vari-

ability in control flow. Variability in function occurs when

a whole scenario is annotated with a feature expression,

whereas variability in control flow occurs when a specific

activity is annotated with a feature expression. As dis-

cussed, this is not limited to mapping a scenario (or

activity) to one single feature; instead, it allows a ‘‘many-

to-many’’ mapping between model elements and features.

It does not support variability in data.

3.3 MSVCM

Similar to PLUSS, modeling scenario variability as cross-

cutting mechanisms (MSVCM) is an approach to manage

variant behavior using textual scenarios [7]. However, it

has explicit and separated mechanisms to define variability

and express configuration knowledge.

3.3.1 Variability representation mechanisms

To deal with variabilities between instances of a same

scenario, MSVCM proposes new constructs to describe use

cases: aspectual, or crosscutting, use cases and parameters.

Using aspectual use cases allows changing the behavior

(represented as a sequence of steps) of an existing scenario.

Scenario parameterization allows the configuration of

scenarios that differ according to values in a specific

domain.

3.3.2 Composition process

MSVCM aims at separating common from variant behav-

ior. For instance, the scenario in Table 2 details the

behavior required by the rescue mission feature. There is

no step in this scenario related to the medical services

feature, differently from the PLUSS specification depicted

in Table 1. In MSVCM, the specification of the interaction

between the aforementioned features can be modularized

Fig. 3 VML4RE specification of execute rescue mission

Fig. 4 VML4RE specification of the injury data advice

Fig. 5 VML4RE code snippet to insert injury data advice
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as an advice (see Table 3). Note that, in MSVCM, sce-

narios and advices do not make explicit references to fea-

tures. Actually, an independent model, named

configuration knowledge, is responsible for relating sce-

narios and advices to features. More precisely, a configu-

ration model relates feature expressions to transformations

that translate SPL assets into product-specific artifacts. If a

feature expression evaluates to True for a given product,

the related transformations are applied.

Three different kinds of transformations are supported:

(1) select scenario (includes a given scenario in the final

product), (2) evaluate advice (composes an advice through

matched join points) and (3) bind parameter (replaces

parameterized textual sentences by feature data). There-

fore, the configuration knowledge of Table 4 covers the

configurability of the first release of the CCCMS SPL. Note

that, aspectual use cases in MSVCM support quantification.

For instance, the advice ADV01 quantifies overall steps

assigned to @InjuryData (see the pointcut clause of

ADV01), which, differently from Model Templates, does

not require any transformation related to the not medical

services feature expression.

3.3.3 Supported variability

MSVCM transformations support the three types of vari-

ability previously discussed (variability in function, data

and control flow). For instance, the select scenario trans-

formation supports variability in function, allowing us to

select specific scenarios for a given product configuration.

Differently, the evaluate advice transformation deals with

variability in control flow (as required by the medical

services feature that changes the behavior of the execute

rescue mission use case). Finally, the bind parameter

transformation deals with variability in data, mapping

parameters within the specifications to specific data

obtained from the feature configurations.

3.4 VML4RE

The Variability Modeling Language for Requirements

(VML4RE) [3, 29] presents a solution for the composition

of model fragments for requirements models of an SPL,

which includes use case diagrams and their related sce-

narios represented by activity diagrams. This approach

aims at specifying the composition of requirements models

for specific products of an SPL using a separate composi-

tion model that contains transformations (named actions)

specially tailored for scenarios.

3.4.1 Variability representation mechanisms

VML4RE provides a set of specialized operators for ref-

erencing and composing parts of the scenarios and use case

model. It does not add annotations to the scenarios as it

happens with Model Templates, and it does not use free-

format textual descriptions that can be ambiguous, due to

the interpretation of the natural language [26]. Similarly to

MSVCM, it employs a separate model, called composition

model, to specify configuration knowledge. The composi-

tion model allows the specification of transformations

(actions), which are linked to feature expressions.

3.4.2 Composition process

VML4RE composes specific use case models and scenarios

according to the actions expressed in the composition

model. Actions are responsible for different kinds of

modifications in the models, such as insert, connect, merge,

remove and replace use cases, actors, packages, activity

diagrams, steps and their relationships.

Figure 3 shows the scenario ‘‘execute rescue mission’’

(SC07) that details the behavior required by the Rescue

Mission feature, and Fig. 4 shows the steps that will be

merged to the ‘‘execute rescue mission’’ activity diagram.

The VML4RE code snippet in Fig. 5 merges the ‘‘injury

data’’ advice with the ‘‘execute rescue mission’’ scenario.

This code snippet is part of the composition model that

represents configuration knowledge, as it relates the Med-

ical Services feature to some parts of the scenarios. The

merge action (line 2) copies the elements referenced by the

expression given in the second argument, the advice, to the

model referenced by the expression given in the first

argument, the base model. To avoid duplicated model

elements identifiers, this operator adds a prefix (the name

of the advice scenario) to the identifier of the new model

elements. After copying the model elements, it is necessary

to redirect the control flow to the steps included in the

advice. This is done by adding new control flows (lines 3

and 4) and removing an unnecessary control flow (line 5).

3.4.3 Supported variability

In VML4RE, variability in function and control flow is

possible using a separate configuration knowledge model,

Table 5 Summary of the main characteristics of the techniques

Technique Dominant

Notation

Var. Mechanism Supported Var.

MSVCM Textual Compositional-

Annotative

F/CF/D

PLUSS Textual Annotative F/CF/D

VML4RE Graphical Compositional F/CF/D

MT Graphical Annotative F/CF

(F) Function, (CF) control flow, and (D) data
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which may include entire scenarios or specific scenarios

steps, respectively, according to a feature expression.

Variability in data is also possible replacing generic

activities or steps by more specific activities.

3.5 Summary

Table 5 summarizes the main characteristics of the tech-

niques explained. The second column refers to the notation

used to model scenarios. PLUSS and MSVCM use textual

scenarios descriptions following a blackbox format. On the

other hand, Model Templates (MT) and VML4RE use

UML activity diagrams, which employ a graphical

notation.

The mechanisms to represent variability can be divided

into two types: annotations and compositions. Annotation-

based techniques introduce annotations on the scenarios to

indicate variable parts. PLUSS and Model Templates keep

or remove parts of the scenarios depending on the evalu-

ation of their annotations according to specific product

configurations.

Composition-based techniques model the variations as

distinct modules and so, to generate the scenarios for an

SPL member, there must be a composition of variable and

common modules. VML4RE is a compositional approach

because activity diagrams are composed to add, replace or

remove parts of the initial base scenarios. MSVCM is

considered to be both compositional and annotative.

MSVCM is compositional because it uses different mod-

ules to represent commonality and variability (advices), but

it also uses annotations in the base scenarios to show where

the advices should be applied.

All the approaches support variability in function, con-

trol flow and data, except Model Templates that does not

have specific mechanisms to instantiate data inside the

scenarios based on specific feature configurations.

4 Study settings

This section presents detailed information about our com-

parative study by first discussing the phases and assessment

procedures of the study, and then describing the metrics

suite to quantify modularity, stability and expressiveness.

4.1 Study phases and assessment procedures

Our study was organized in three major phases:

1. Specification of the car crash crisis management

system SPL (CCCMS) using the four chosen require-

ments approaches.

2. Evolution of the different specifications, to address

change scenarios.

3. Quantitative assessments of the different specifications

and releases of the CCCMS SPL.

In the first phase, the CCCMS SPL was specified using the

different modularization and composition mechanisms

available in the investigated requirements approaches.

From the models detailed in [25], we have developed a

set of incremental releases for the CCCMS (they are

available online6). Considering the feature model shown in

Fig. 1, we have defined the base release (R1), consisting of

the features CCCMS, Authentication System, Rescue

Mission, Witness, Medical Services, Internal and External

Resources and Observe Mission. Then, in the second

phase, all specifications were evolved to address the change

scenarios corresponding to the releases R2–R4, which

appear in Fig. 1. The features inserted in the releases

required the introduction of new scenarios and changes to

existing ones. For example, R2 introduced the Log feature,

which affects two existing scenarios: ‘‘execute super

observer mission’’ (SC06) and ‘‘execute rescue mission’’

(SC07). However, in the subsequent releases (R3 and R4),

the new use cases introduced (‘‘remove obstacle mission’’

and ‘‘helicopter transport mission’’) also had to deal with

Log. These change scenarios allowed us to exercise the

different modularization and composition mechanisms

provided by each approach, to observe their modularity,

stability and expressiveness. Finally, we applied our

metrics suite (see Sect. 4.2), to analyze and compare the

obtained results for the different specifications.

6 http://people.irisa.fr/Edward-Mauricio.Alferez_Salinas/REJ/REJ-

Data.htm.

Table 6 Metrics suite used in our study

Attribute Metric

Modularity Degree of scattering of features [13]

Degree of focus of scenarios [13]

Stability of the

specifications

Number of steps introduced or

changed

between two releases [9]

Stability of the

Compositions

Number of compositions items

introduced

or changed between two releases [9]

Stability of the CK Numberof configuration items

introduced

or changed between two releases

Expressiveness of the

composition

The ratio between the number of

composition

items and number of matched join

points [9]

Expressiveness of the CK Number of tokens required to specify

the configuration knowledge
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All specifications were written according to alignment

rules, which were necessary not only to verify that good

practices were used in the approaches, but also to ensure

that the comparison of the specifications was equitable and

fair. Three researchers performed these alignment activi-

ties. All misalignments found were discussed between the

study participants, and eventual corrections were applied to

the specifications to guarantee their alignment. For exam-

ple, we ensured that (1) every variability was modularized

using the appropriate modularization and composition

mechanisms of each approach, (2) textual and graphic-

based approaches used an equal number of elements that

represents the same abstraction (such as activities in

VML4RE and Model Templates, and textual steps for the

scenarios in MSVCM and PLUSS approaches) and (3) the

specifications reflect the same functionalities/features and

are consistent between them.

4.2 The metrics suite

Since we are interested in comparing different SPL

requirements engineering approaches from the modularity,

stability and expressiveness perspectives, we selected a

metrics suite that allows the quantification of these attributes

in the different specifications of the case study. Table 6 gives

an overview of the metrics suite used in our study.

Our modularity investigation relies on two metrics that

we have customized [7] from [13] degree of scattering of

features (DoS) and degree of tangling of scenarios (DoT).

According to equations (1) and (2), DoS quantifies the

concentration of a feature over each scenario s 2 S (the set

of scenario specifications). Values of DoS are normalized

between 0 (completely localized) and 1 (completely scat-

tered). The greater the DoS of a feature f is, the greater is

the probability of reviewing different scenarios when the

specification of f has to evolve. Note in Eq. (1) that j S j
denotes the cardinality of the set S.

DoSðf Þ ¼ 1�
j S j

P
s2S Concðf ; sÞ � 1

jSj

� �2

j S j �1
ð1Þ

Concðf ; sÞ ¼ number of steps in s assigned to f

number of steps assigned to f
ð2Þ

Likewise, according to Eqs. (3) and (4), DoT considers

how many steps of a scenario are related to each feature

f 2 F (the set of features). Values of DoT are similarly

normalized between 0 (completely focused) and 1 (com-

pletely tangled). The greater the DoT of a scenario s is, the

greater the probability of reviewing s when one of the

related features changes. We use the metric degree of focus

(DoF) when presenting desired values in modularity.

Therefore, DoF indicates the contrary of DoT and corre-

sponds to 1 - DoT. Thus, the lower the DoF of a scenario

s is, the higher is the tangling (DoT) of features it specifies.

High values in the degree of focus and low values in the

degree of scattering are usually associated to well-modu-

larized systems [13, 23, 24].

DoTðsÞ ¼ 1�
j F j

P
f2F Dediðs; f Þ � 1

jFj

� �2

j F j �1
ð3Þ

Dediðs; f Þ ¼ number of steps in s assigned to f

number of steps of s
ð4Þ

Note that in Eqs. (2) and (4) to evaluate these metrics, we

have to assign features to the individual steps of a speci-

fication. We follow the configuration dependency analysis

as a guide [7], considering that a step st depends on a

feature f if, and only if, the selection of f triggers the

Fig. 6 Separation of the authentication feature into one authorization advice (ADV02) and one login scenario (SC10) in VML4RE. In this case,

the authorization advice could be merged into different scenarios
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configuration of scenario s. Similarly, we assigned the

modeled activities to features in the Model Templates and

VML4RE approaches.

Regarding our stability assessment, we adapted a met-

rics suite that has also been validated and used to compare

semantic and syntactic approaches for aspect-oriented

requirements engineering [9]. These metrics quantify the

stability of specifications and code elements that represent

a software artifact in the context of evolutionary scenarios.

In our study, we used them to quantify the stability of the

requirements specifications along the different releases of

the CCCMS SPL. We measured the stability of the speci-

fications and the stability of the compositions. They are

quantified by the number of modified or introduced steps or

scenarios, and the number of modified or introduced

composition items between two subsequent releases. In

addition, we have also proposed a metric that quantifies the

stability of the configuration knowledge.

Finally, we investigate the expressiveness of the speci-

fications. For measuring the expressiveness of the config-

uration knowledge, we count how many tokens are

required to map features to other models. For example, in

PLUSS, we have the ‘‘related feature’’ column that asso-

ciates steps to features. For example, for the PLUSS

specification of execute rescue mission shown in Table 1,

we associate steps 2 and 3 with the medical services fea-

ture. Thus, the total count of tokens for this scenario is 4.

We count tokens similarly for Model Templates, using the

stereotype annotations. In the case of MSVCM and

VML4RE, we count all tokens used in their respective

dedicated configuration knowledge models (Sect. 6.1 pro-

vides concrete examples). Although the unit to quantify

expressiveness of the configuration knowledge is rather

low level, it allowed us to uniformly assess the different

representations of the configuration knowledge. To mea-

sure expressiveness of the compositions, we use the notion

of reachability [9], computing the ratio between the num-

ber of matched join points and the number of composition

items. Finally, we only measure stability and expressive-

ness of compositions for the MSVCM and VML4RE

compositional-based approaches. Since the other two

approaches are annotation based, variant behavior is

already composed into specifications.

5 Assessment of variability modularity

We chose to analyze modularity based on the concepts of

scattering and tangling—scattering of features and tangling

of scenario specifications. Although other characteristics

typically related to modularity, particularly cohesion, could

be considered to evaluate the degree of modularity of a

specification, in this study we decided to address modu-

larity from the aspect-oriented perspective. It is well known

that aspect orientation offers a step-forward on modular-

ization (with respect to classical software development

approaches, such as structured or object oriented), by

reducing scattering and tangling.

This section considers the different releases of the case

study specified using each technique and uses metrics to

quantify the degree of scattering of features (Sect. 5.1), and

the degree of tangling and focus of specifications (Sect. 5.2).

5.1 Degree of scattering of features

The degree of scattering (DoS) of a feature quantifies to what

extent the specification of a feature is disperse. In our study,

most of the feature specifications are well localized, which

led to specifications with low DoS. Actually, only two fea-

tures present some scattering: Log and Authentication.

The specification of Log imposes an homogeneous

behavior that scatters throughout all the use cases related to

the Mission subfeature (see Fig. 1) in the case study. Dif-

ferently, the Authentication feature requires two distinct

procedures: (1) one related to the login behavior and (2)

another that verifies if an employee had already been

authenticated. Using the compositional approaches

(VML4RE and MSVCM), we could modularize these

procedures into independent assets (advices). Nevertheless,

such decision leads to the scattering of the Authentication

feature specification, which could also be realized in the

annotative-based specifications. Figure 6 shows how we

could separate these procedures using VML4RE. However,

Fig. 7 In this version, both authorization and Login behavior are

represented as a single scenario (SC10) in VML4RE. This version,

although reducing the scattering of the authentication feature,

compromises the reuse of specific steps related to authorization
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after considering other factors, such as the growth of the

configuration knowledge, we decided to merge the com-

plete specification of the Authentication feature in

VML4RE (see Fig. 7). This was a controversial decision,

since merging both procedures in a single asset eliminates

the Authentication feature scattering, even though it

increases the coupling between the mentioned procedures,

which hampers the possibilities to reuse the specific steps

of the authorization procedure in other scenarios. Due to

the small overhead on the configuration knowledge, we

Table 7 Assignment of features to the scenarios’ steps in the first release

Feature/Scenario SC01 SC02 SC03 SC04 SC06 SC07 SC10 ADV01 ADV02

(a) MSVCM

CCCMS 8 – – – – – – – –

Witness – 4 – – – – – – –

Int.Resources – – 3 – – – – – –

Authentication – – – – – – 2 – 2

Ext.Resources – – – 2 – – – – –

Observe – – – – 5 – – – –

Rescue – – – – – 4 – – –

Med.Services – – – – – – – 2 –

Feature/Scenario SC01 SC02 SC03 SC04 SC06 SC07 SC10 ADV01

(b) VML4RE

CCCMS 14 – – – – – – –

Witness – 8 – – – – – –

Int.Resources – – 4 – – – – –

Authentication – – – – – – 3 –

Ext.Resources – – – 3 – – – –

Observe – – – – 8 – – –

Rescue – – – – – 5 – –

Med.Services – – – – – – – 4

Feature/Scenario SC01 SC02 SC03 SC04 SC06 SC07 SC10

(c) PLUSS

CCCMS 8 – – – – – –

Witness – 4 – – – – –

Int.Resources – – 3 – – – –

Authentication – – 2 – – – 2

Ext.Resources – – – 2 – – –

Observe – – – – 5 – –

Rescue – – – – – 4 –

Med.Services – – – – – 2 –

Feature/Scenario SC01 SC02 SC03 SC04 SC06 SC07 SC10

(d) Model templates

CCCMS 14 – – – – – –

Witness – 8 – – – – –

Int.Resources – – 4 – – – –

Authentication – – 2 – – – 3

Ext.Resources – – – 3 – – –

Observe – – – – 8 – –

Rescue – – – – – 5 –

Med.Services – – – – – 4 –
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decided to specify the Authentication feature in MSVCM

using a decomposition such as depicted in Fig. 6.

For the first release (R1), Table 7 details the results of

the feature assignment process, which relates features to

the scenarios (and advice) steps. As explained in Sect. 4,

the Log feature was not detailed in the first release of the

CCCMS specifications. In that case, only the authentication

feature presents some scattering, leading to a DoS of 0.56

in MSVCM, Model Templates and PLUSS specifications.

Considering the other features that were well modularized

in the first version (leading to a DoS of zero), the resulting

average DoS of those techniques was 0.07 (see Fig. 8).

Since we merged the specifications of the Authentication

feature in VML4RE, all features were fully modularized in

VML4RE, leading to an average degree of scattering of

zero.

Tables 8 and 9 summarize the assignment of features to

the specifications’ steps of the last release. Since release

R2, we could modularize the Log specification using both

MSVCM and VML4RE. For this reason, introducing new

scenarios in the later releases (R3–R4) of MSVCM reduced

the average degree of scattering (leading to an average DoS

of 0,05). Differently, the Log specifications increased the

average degree of scattering in PLUSS as well as in Model

Templates (DoS of 0,13 and 0,11 respectively). Actually,

the DoS was even higher in PLUSS because the complete

Fig. 8 Average degree of scattering

Table 8 Assignment of features to the scenarios’ steps in the fourth release

Feature/Scenario SC01 SC02 SC03 SC04 SC06 SC07 SC08 SC09 SC10 ADV01 ADV02 ADV03

(a) MSVCM

CCCMS 8 – – – – – – – – – – –

Witness – 4 – – – – – – – – – –

Int.Resources – – 3 – – – – – – – – –

Authentication – – – – – – – – 2 – 2 –

Ext.Resources – – – 2 – – – – – – – –

Observe – – – – 5 – – – – – – –

Rescue – – – – – 4 – – – – – –

Med.Services – – – – – – – – – 2 – –

Log – – – – – – – – – – – 5

Obstacle – – – – – – – 6 – – – –

Helicopter – – – – – – 6 – – – – –

Feature/Scenario SC01 SC02 SC03 SC04 SC06 SC07 SC08 SC09 SC10 ADV01 ADV03

(b) VML4RE

CCCMS 14 – – – – – – – – – –

Witness – 8 – – – – – – – – –

Int.Resources – – 4 – – – – – – – –

Authentication – – – – – – – – 4 – –

Ext.Resources – – – 3 – – – – – – –

Observe – – – – 8 – – – – – –

Rescue – – – – – 5 – – – – –

Med.Services – – – – – – – – – 4 –

Log – – – – – – – – – – 5

Obstacle – – – – – – – 8 – – –

Helicopter – – – – – – 8 – – – –
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behavior of the Log feature was scattered throughout the

missions specified using the PLUSS notation (see values of

5 from SC06 to SC09 in Table 9). In contrast, the Model

Templates specification required basically one Log

Activity in each mission, indicating the right point in

the specification where the log behavior had to start (see

values of 1 from SC06 to SC09 in Table 9). For this reason,

Table 9 Assignment of features to the specification’s steps in the fourth release (cont.)

Feature/Scenario SC01 SC02 SC03 SC04 SC06 SC07 SC08 SC09 SC10

(a) PLUSS

CCCMS 8 – – – – – – – –

Witness – 4 – – – – – – –

Int.Resources – – 3 – – – – – –

Authentication – – 2 – – – – – 2

Ext.Resources – – – 4 – – – – –

Observe – – – – 5 – – – –

Rescue – – – – – 4 – – –

Med.Services – – – – – 2 – – –

Log – – – – 5 5 5 5 –

Obstacle – – – – – – – 6 –

Helicopter – – – – – – 6 – –

Feature/Scenario SC01 SC02 SC03 SC04 SC06 SC07 SC08 SC09 SC10 SCLog

(b) Model Templates

CCCMS 14 – – – – – – – – –

Witness – 8 – – – – – – – –

Int.Resources – – 4 – – – – – – –

Authentication – – 2 – – – – – 3 –

Ext.Resources – – – 3 – – – – – –

Observe – – – – 8 – – – – –

Rescue – – – – – 5 – – – –

Med.Services – – – – – 4 – – – –

Log – – – – 1 1 1 1 – 5

Obstacle – – – – – – – 8 – –

Helicopter – – – – – – 8 – – –

Fig. 9 Average degree of focus

Fig. 10 Expressiveness of the configuration knowledge
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we could say that the Log behavior in Model Templates

was partially extracted from the missions and specified in a

particular activity diagram (SCLog—Log service).

To understand the behavior of a mission, for example, it

would be necessary to compose the Log behavior with the

existing mission specifications. Otherwise, we would not

be able to reason about the complete specification of each

mission. Therefore, without proper mechanisms for com-

posing specifications, as supported by MSVCM and

VML4RE, relating specifications by means of references

could harm understandability, even though this design

leads to a better modularization. Using PLUSS, we could

have specified the Log behavior in a similar fashion as we

have specified it using Model Templates, but the mentioned

problem would also have arisen with PLUSS.

After quantifying the average DoS metric (Fig. 8), we

noticed that MSVCM and VML4RE reduce, or even

eliminate, the scattering of features for the releases of the

CCCMS SPL that we modeled. Differently, we are not able

to eliminate the Log scattering in PLUSS and Model

Templates specifications, mainly because they do not

support the composition of common and variant behavior.

5.2 Degree of tangling and focus of specifications

Degree of tangling (DoT) and degree of focus (DoF) (that

corresponds to 1-DoT) measure how dedicated a scenario is

to one or more features of the SPL. Figure 9 summarizes

the corresponding average degree of focus (DoF) of the

evaluated specifications. Note that, there is no tangling

(DoT = 0) in the MSVCM and VML4RE specifications in

the CCCMS, which leads to an average DoF equal to one in

those techniques.

In contrast, we were not able to remove the tangling

associated with the Authentication and Log features using

either PLUSS or Model Template. This tangling occurs

because:

• In both techniques (PLUSS and Model Templates), the

authentication behavior was specified within the spec-

ification of the scenario that assigns tasks to internal

resources of the CCCMS. Therefore, using these

techniques, the specifications regarding authentication

are tangled with the assignment tasks to internal

resource specifications.

• Similarly, the specifications using both techniques

tangle the Log behavior within the specifications of

each mission—since all relevant information (such as

used strategies, duration of resolution and problems

encountered) have to be registered for each assigned

mission.

In fact, the resulting tangling was even higher in PLUSS,

because the entire Log specification was scattered through-

out several scenarios as it was previously explained. In a

different way, we introduced just one activity related to the

Log behavior in each mission specified using Model

Templates.

The analysis of DoS and DoF here suggests that most of

the features require localized and independent specifica-

tions. This is a different result when comparing with other

studies that evaluated these metrics in source code. For

instance, Marc Eaddy found that 95 % of the concerns are

scattered through the modular units of a source code [13].

Identifying why those findings were so different is a matter

of future work.

6 Analysis of expressiveness

This section presents our analysis of expressiveness con-

sidering the different releases of the case study for each

technique. We used a metrics suite that quantifies the

expressiveness of the configuration knowledge (Sect. 6.1)

and the expressiveness of the compositions (Sect. 6.2).

6.1 Expressiveness of the configuration knowledge

In our study, the expressiveness of the configuration

knowledge was measured in terms of tokens. In the case of

PLUSS and Model Templates, we count tokens looking at

the annotations on steps (PLUSS) and transitions between

Fig. 11 Growth of the configuration knowledge

Fig. 12 Average degree of reachability
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activities (Model Templates). For example, the annotation

‘‘Medical Services’’ has 2 tokens in PLUSS or Model

Templates. For MSVCM and VML4RE, we count tokens

looking at the specific models used to describe the com-

positions. For example, ‘‘Medical Services evalu-

ate advice ADV01’’ in the MSVCM configuration

knowledge model in Table 4 has 5 tokens. An example for

VML4RE can be found in the composition model in Fig. 5,

lines 1, 2 and 6, where ‘‘ Variant for (Medical

Services) {merge (‘‘SC07’’ , ‘‘ADV01’’);}’’

has 19 tokens.

Looking at the absolute numbers (Fig. 10), we notice

that graphics-based approaches Model Templates, and

specially VML4RE, are more verbose than PLUSS and

MSVCM to describe the configuration knowledge. PLUSS

and Model Templates only associate features with variant

behavior. MSVCM and VML4RE use dedicated models to

describe all compositions, both common and variable.

If we observe the growth of these numbers, as illustrated

in Fig. 11, from the first release (R1) to the last (R4), we

notice that it is greater in PLUSS (321%) than in the others.

The graphics-based approaches Model Templates

(109.62 %) and VML4RE (134.43 %) grow in a similar

rate. The growth rate for Model Templates could be a lot

higher (comparable with PLUSS) if we had not used one

separate diagram for the log services feature, as already

discussed. Based on the collected measurements, we can

argue that while composition-based approaches require a

bigger effort to build a first version of a release (larger

upfront investment) than annotation-based approaches

(PLUSS and Model Templates), their evolution happens in

smaller increments, by requiring a reduced number of new

constructs. The large numbers for VML4RE indicate that its

composition language could be improved using new actions

and removing unnecessary syntactic sugar to reduce ver-

bosity when specifying the configuration knowledge.

6.2 Expressiveness of compositions

From the four approaches under investigation, only

MSVCM and VML4RE offer specific mechanisms to

compose common and variant behavior. To quantify the

expressiveness of compositions, we use the notion of

reachability [9], computed as the ratio between the number

of matched join points and the number of composition

items [9]. Composition items in MSVCM correspond to the

pointcut clauses of advice. Therefore, MSVCM composi-

tions are defined within the specification language,

whereas composition items in VML4RE correspond to

actions such as the connect construct detailed in each

variant element of the VML4RE configuration language.

In our study, the reachability of VML4RE compositions

is one—each VML4RE composition reaches a particular

join point.7 In contrast, MSVCM supports different

Fig. 14 Stability of the specifications

Fig. 13 Number of steps introduced in each release

7 An early version of VML4RE [2] had some language constructs

that simplify matching specific fragments (i.e., join points) in the

scenarios reducing the verbosity of the composition model. For

example, pointcut designators such as ‘‘equal,’’ ‘‘startsBy,’’ ‘‘finish-

esWith,’’ ‘‘contains’’ and quantifiers such as ‘‘*’’, ‘‘?’’
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mechanisms for quantification. For instance, the Log

advice is applied after all scenarios named with the pattern

% mission% . Consequently, the average expressiveness

of the composition increases (see Fig. 12) in the later

releases of MSVCM specifications, since new missions are

introduced.

By comparing these results with the stability of com-

position assessments (Sect. 7.2), we could realize a strong

correlation between the expressiveness and the stability of

the compositions—the greater the stability, the greater the

expressiveness of the compositions. Introducing new

specifications that satisfy a composition item does not

require changes in the composition concern. Besides that, a

potential side effect regarding expressiveness is that

undesired join points might be caught by a composition

item. In those situations, the composition item must be

refined.

7 Analysis of stability

This section presents our analysis of stability considering

the different releases of the case study specified with each

technique. The metrics used quantify the stability of the

specifications (Sect. 7.1), the stability of the compositions

(Sect. 7.2) and the stability of the configuration knowledge

(Sect. 7.3).

7.1 Stability of specifications

Figure 13 shows how many steps in MSVCM and PLUSS

(or activities in Model Templates and VML4RE) have been

introduced to evolve the specifications from one release to

another. It can be noticed that more steps were introduced

to evolve the annotative techniques (PLUSS and Model

Templates), since the specification for the log feature is not

well modularized.

For instance, the second release introduced the log

feature, whose entire specification is scattered throughout

the rescue and observe missions of PLUSS specifications.

Since five steps were required to specify the log feature, we

had to introduce a total of ten new steps in the second

release of the PLUSS specifications (five steps for each

scenario that requires the Log behavior). In the Model

Templates specification, one activity was introduced in

each mission (to indicate where the Log behavior should

start), and a new activity diagram for specifying the Log

behavior was created. Using the compositional approaches

(MSVCM and VML4RE), only steps for describing the

Log behavior had to be created, in such a way that no

additional steps were introduced in the original specifica-

tions of rescue and observe missions.

The latter releases (R3 and R4) detailed the behavior of

helicopter transport and remove obstacle missions, which

also require the log behavior. Besides the steps related to

Fig. 15 Stability of compositions

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16 Stability of the configuration knowledge (a) Modifications.

(b) Insertions
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those missions, in PLUSS we had also to detail the steps of

the Log behavior within both missions. For this reason, the

number of introduced steps is higher in PLUSS than in the

other approaches. For instance, in Model Templates we just

had to specify the behavior of the new missions, plus one

specific activity to indicate the point where the log

behavior starts. Moreover, we did not have to introduce

additional steps when using MSVCM and VML4RE, which

reduced the number of introduced steps.

Also, regarding the stability of specifications, Fig. 14

summarizes the number of scenarios that have been intro-

duced and modified, according to changes required to

evolve the specifications from the first to the last release. In

Fig. 14, PLUSS and Model Templates required a higher

number of introduced and modified scenarios. Indeed, the

evolution of SPL specifications using the annotative style

requires to take into account many places affected by the

propagation of the changes.

7.2 Stability of compositions

We measured stability in terms of the number of compo-

sition items required to specify each CCCMS release. Since

in PLUSS and Model Templates variability is tangled with

core functionality, only MSVCM and VML4RE were

evaluated. Remember that composition items in MSVCM

are specified in the pointcut clause of advices, whereas

compositions in VML4RE are specified in the variant

construct from the textual description in that language.

In the first release, since each of the optional features

(Authentication and Medical Services) changes a specific

point of CCCMS, the number of composition items in both

techniques is the same (Fig. 15). In the second release, the

Log behavior was specified in one MSVCM advice whose

composition item refers to all missions. Differently, two

composition items were required to indicate that Log

advice in VML4RE should be applied to the observer and

execute rescue missions. For that reason, the number of

composition items in MSVCM increased by one in the

second release, while in VML4RE the number of compo-

sition items increased by two in the second release.

Likewise, introducing new missions that had to be

advised by the Log behavior did not require new compo-

sition items in MSVCM. However, new composition items

had to be introduced to connect the Log advice specified in

VML4RE to the new missions specified in the third and

fourth releases of the case study. This leads to a worse

stability of the compositions, when compared to MSVCM.

This highlights the benefits of using more expressive

mechanisms to compose common and variant behavior.

7.3 Stability of the configuration knowledge

Stability of the configuration knowledge is quantified by

measuring the modifications (changes or insertions) made

to the configuration knowledge. PLUSS and Model Tem-

plates do not provide specific and separate models to rep-

resent the configuration knowledge. As a consequence, this

knowledge is scattered throughout the specifications in the

form of feature annotations for steps (PLUSS) and ste-

reotypes (Model Templates). While in VML4RE, we

observe changes and additions of variants in the VML4RE

composition specification; in MSVCM, we observe chan-

ges and additions of configuration items in the configura-

tion knowledge.

Figure 16 summarizes our findings (lower is better). We

can notice that the composition-based approaches tend to

be more stable than annotation-based approaches PLUSS

and Model Templates. This may be explained by the fact

that MSVCM and VML4RE have specific models to deal

with the configuration knowledge, while in PLUSS and

Model Templates, the knowledge is spread across multiple

artifacts. For Model Templates, due to the modularization

of the Log service feature in one diagram, which is refered

by other scenarios, the values for insertions in R3 and R4

(Fig. 16b) do not grow as much as PLUSS that does not

modularize the Log behavior. MSVCM and VML4RE

require the least numbers of insertions and modifications

during the evolution scenarios as it will be shown in the

Impact metric in Fig. 16b. Further studies could indicate if

that holds true for most cases, and in which cases these

compositional techniques would not be of good use.

Fig. 17 Summary of evaluation

results
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8 Summary of results

Figure 17 complements the analysis provided from Sects.

5–7 with a summary of the evaluation results for the four

CCCMS releases. For each metric, we assigned a symbol

that helps to distinguish which techniques have good,

average or bad results in comparison with the others. The

upward arrow means ‘‘good’’, the rightward arrow means

‘‘average’’ and the downward arrow means ‘‘bad’’. The

assignment of each symbol was determined automatically

using the conditional formatting feature of MS Excel which

assigned symbols to series of values based on percentages.

In our metrics, we used the following percentages limits:

bad C67, average \67 and C33, good \33. For stability

and expressivity of the compositions that only applied to

two techniques, we used short arrows indicating which one

had a better value (upward arrow) than the other (down-

ward arrow).

In general, the lower the value obtained for a metric, the

better the approach for the corresponding attribute, except

for degree of focus (DoF) and reachability, which follow an

inverse logic. For example, in DoS, the percentage limits to

assign the symbols were as follows: good C67, average

\67 and C33 and bad \33.

Modularity for each technique was measured as the

means of DoS and DoF for the four releases. The compo-

sitional approaches VML4RE and MSVCM had better

results in both DoS and DoF, the reason being that both

approaches help specifying each feature separately in one

or few scenarios. This leads to DoS values very close to 0

for MSVCM and 0 for VML4RE. Similarly, VML4RE and

MSVCM specified each scenario focusing on only one or

few features, which resulted in a good DOF = 4 in com-

parison with Model Templates (DOF = 3.31) and PLUSS

(DOF = 2.96). We believe that the annotations mechanism

used by Model Templates and PLUSS fail to improve

modularity of scenario specifications, even with few fea-

tures that are scattered through the system such as Log and

Authorization.

Stability of specifications, composition and configura-

tion knowledge (CK) was measured as the sum of all the

individual values for stability metrics obtained in all the

releases. Similarly, the Impact was measured as the sum of

added and modified scenarios in all releases. The compo-

sitional approaches VML4RE and MSVCM obtained the

same values for stability of the specifications, meaning that

the most noticeable differences between the compositional

approaches (apart from their notation) are found in their

expressivity and not in the specification of the scenarios or

modularity itself. On the other hand, PLUSS was the best

technique to keep almost intact CK specifications (Modi-

fications = 2), although it was done at the price of many

insertions (Insertions = 32). A different phenomenon

happen with the rest of the approaches that faced evolution

of CK combining few modifications and insertions of CK.

Expressiveness of CK was taken directly from Fig. 11.

It was measured as the mean of reachability for the four

releases. VML4RE had a low reachability (=1) compared

to MSCVM (=1.5). The percentual growth of expressive-

ness of CK in MSCVM (=34.21) was the best while in

PLUSS, it was the worse (=321.43). The results of ex-

pressivity of VML4RE are similar to the ones of Model

Templates (percentual growth of expressiveness of

CK = 134.43 and CK = 109.62) that does not have any

separate configuration knowledge model. We see that the

lack or presence of quantification mechanisms affected

expressivity, and expressivity affected stability of compo-

sitions and CK. For example, the lack of quantification

mechanisms in VML4RE limited the reachability of its

pointcuts and influenced negatively the stability of com-

positions and CK because of new required variants and

compositions items to match elements introduced in new

scenarios.

9 Threats to validity

We chose the CCCMS SPL because the original specifications

[25, 21] as well as the scenarios for each technique are pub-

licly available (see footnote 6), allowing other researchers to

replicate and extend our study. Indeed, CCCMS SPL is a good

choice for conducting our assessments, as it is becoming a

benchmark for SPL development, being used by different

communities, such as the AOM workshop at Bellairs8 and

Comparison Modeling Approaches (CMA) workshop series

(see footnote 1). In particular, these workshops have been

contributing to create a body of knowledge around this

exemplar by challenging authors of modeling approaches to

apply their approaches to this case study and upload the

resulting models into ReMoDD (Repository for Model Driven

Development) (see footnote 3). (19 approaches had already

been modeled at the time this paper was written.)

The resulting feature model, although not very large,

includes several mandatory, optional and or features; some

of the optional features change the base specification in a

single place, whereas others (e.g., the Log feature) change

the specification throughout different scenarios.

However, the type and size of the investigated releases

limit our conclusions, as we mainly concentrate our study

on increments to the base specification (the first release).

Other types of changes were not covered here, such as bug

fixes. Nonetheless, some of our conclusions are still valid

and could be generalized. For instance, evolving a local-

ized feature specification should not reveal significant

8 http://www.cs.mcgill.ca/*joerg/SEL/AOM_Bellairs_2012.html.
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differences among the investigated techniques. On the

contrary, if we had to evolve the Log specification, which

is not well localized in PLUSS and Model Templates, our

assessment procedure would reveal that these techniques

are less stable than MSVCM and VML4RE—since several

places of the specifications written in PLUSS and Model

Templates are likely to change. Moreover, we do not have

to change or introduce new requirements to the original

SPL specifications, using the releases presented in this

paper. Consequently, they have not been proposed to favor

any particular approach.

Additionally, the chosen metrics suite could be seen by

some a threat to the validity of our work because the

metrics could be engineered to favor one approach over

the others. However, some of the metrics (DoS, DoF,

reachability and stability of the compositions and specifi-

cations) have been previously validated and used in related

works [7, 9]. The metrics proposed to evaluate the con-

figuration knowledge (expressiveness and stability) are

new contributions of this paper, and we acknowledge their

validation as a matter of future work. In particular, we use

the number of tokens to count the expressiveness of the

configuration knowledge, what makes our findings depen-

dent on the concrete syntax of the current languages used to

specify the configuration knowledge in each technique. As

a future work, we plan to investigate the use of other ways

to quantify the expressiveness of different representations

of configuration knowledge.

Finally, we chose to use feature diagrams to model

variability because (1) the case study provided no other

alternative models, and (2) this technique is widely used in

requirements engineering to specify variability, not only by

researchers but also by industries (e.g., Gears, pure::vari-

ants, Linux Kconfig and eCos). Although this choice could

raise a question about languages that use different vari-

ability models, we are focusing on ‘‘features’’ and so

‘‘feature’’ diagrams emerged naturally to specify features

and their relationships. Additionally, alternative specifica-

tion diagrams for variability are not representative of any

group of techniques.

10 Related work

There are several works that are connected to our research.

Here, we introduce these works and relate them to our

study.

Metrics for quantifying scattering and tangling have

been applied for assessing modularity in aspect-oriented

programs [13, 16]. We could have adapted absolute mea-

sures for quantifying scattering and tangling, such as con-

cern diffusion over components and concern diffusion over

lines of code [17]. However, absolute measures just reveal

if a feature is scattered or not, giving no information about

the level of scattering. As a matter of fact, this limitation

hinders the comparison of modularity between different

specifications. Consequently, we customized a metrics

suite proposed by Eaddy and his colleagues [13].

To improve our confidence in the results, we also

measure the stability of the specifications and compositions

by means of a suite of metrics that had been already vali-

dated and used in a previous work [9]. Here, we use these

metrics to evaluate stability of SPL scenario specifications,

whereas Chitchyan et al. proposed and used those metrics

to assess stability of semantic and syntactic aspect-oriented

approaches for requirements engineering (AORE). Hence,

we had to extend their metrics to assess also the stability

and expressiveness of the configuration knowledge, not

only the stability of specifications and compositions.

In previous work, we presented a comparison of mod-

ularity involving MSVCM and PLUSS [7]. Here, we con-

tribute with a deeper evaluation, considering other quality

attributes (such as stability and expressiveness) and addi-

tional techniques (Model Templates and VML4RE). Also,

Sampaio et al. compared different AORE approaches with

respect to the accuracy of resulting specifications and the

effort required to build aspect compositions [27]. We

postpone a similar evaluation to future work.

There are other works specifically proposed to represent

variability in requirements models. For instance, PLUC [6]

extends the use case notation for SPL engineering. It fol-

lows an annotative style, but it does not present a good

separation between the problem and the solution spaces.

We investigated PLUC in a previous work [8], which led us

to conclude that PLUC is not maintainable at all.

Finally, there is a comprehensive report about

Requirements Engineering in SPLE [22]. That report

includes diverse techniques including for example, sce-

narios, goals and viewpoints. Nevertheless, it does not

employ any empirical assessment using a common case

study or experiments. Finally, it does not analyze expres-

sivity, modularity and stability in depth as our work does.

11 Conclusions

This paper presented an empirical study that compares and

analyzes four existing approaches—MSVCM, PLUSS,

Model Templates and VML4RE—to model and manage

variabilities in SPL requirements specifications. The

investigated approaches are representative of a set of new

variability management approaches. They reflect different

perspectives of existing approaches, in particular textual

versus graphical based and annotation versus composition

based. In our study, they were evaluated for their support to

modularity, expressiveness and stability through the
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specification and evolution of a car crash crisis manage-

ment system SPL.

Our findings have shown that the composition-based

approaches have greater potential to produce more stable

and modular SPL requirements specifications. MSVCM

and VML4RE promoted the modular specification of the

scenarios and configuration knowledge, which brought

more stability to SPL requirements specifications during

their respective evolution. It was also observed that the

aspect-oriented mechanisms of MSVCM offer great con-

tributions to improve the modularization of variabilities in

the scenario specification. In particular, scenario advices

were used to modularize variabilities, which are com-

posed with the SPL core scenarios. The absence of

quantification mechanisms in the VML4RE specifications

has negatively contributed to reduce their expressiveness

and stability.

The following recommendations were derived from the

analysis and results of our study, which might contribute to

the definition of new variability management approaches

for requirements specifications:

1. Support the separated and modular specification of

configuration knowledge between variability and

requirements models;

2. Adopt quantification mechanisms for the specification

of the configuration knowledge, aiming at simplifying

and increasing its expressiveness;

3. Use early aspects techniques to modularize crosscut-

ting scenarios and promote their seamless composition

with SPL core requirements, thus contributing to

variability management.

The benefits that aspect-oriented techniques can bring to

the variability management in the SPL requirements

specifications should be further explored. We are currently

using these recommendations to improve MSVCM and

VML4RE.

Based on the metrics used, we observed that aspect-

oriented approaches produce more modular and stable

specifications, mainly when crosscutting features exist in

the system. However, there may be other unexamined

factors, such as learning curve and usability, where the

annotation-based approaches may be more advantageous.

In the near future, we plan to extend our metrics suite to

include other relevant quality attributes, particularly reli-

ability, usability and footprint.
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